Citizen science programs have been instrumental in boosting sustainability projects, large-scale scientific discovery, and crowdsourced experimentation. Nevertheless, these programs witness challenges in submissions' quality, such as sampling bias resulting from citizens' preferences to complete some tasks over others. The sampling bias frequently manifests itself in the program's dataset as spatially clustered submissions, which reduce the efficacy of the dataset for subsequent scientific studies. To address the spatial clustering problem, programs use reward schemes obtained from game-theoretical models to incentivize citizens to perform tasks that are more meaningful from a scientific point of view. Herein we propose a GPU-accelerated approach for the Avicaching game, which was recently introduced by the eBird citizen science program to incentivize birdwatchers to collect bird data from under-sampled locations. Avicaching is a Principal-Agent game, in which the principal corresponds to the citizen science program (eBird) and the agents to the birdwatchers or citizen scientists. Previous approaches for solving the Avicaching game used approximations based on mixed-integer programming and knapsack algorithms combined with learning algorithms, using standard CPU hardware. Following the recent advances in scalable deep learning and parallel computation on Graphical Processing Units (GPUs), we propose a novel approach to solve the Avicaching game, which takes advantage of neural networks and parallelism for large-scale games. We demonstrate that our approach better captures agents' behavior, which allows better learning and more effective incentive distribution in a real-world bird observation dataset. Our approach also allows for massive speedups using GPUs. As Avicaching is representative of games that are aimed at reducing spatial clustering in citizen science programs, our scalable reformulation for Avicaching enables citizen science programs to tackle sampling bias and improve submission quality on a large scale.
INTRODUCTION
In the past decade, citizen science programs, such as eBird [16, 29] , Zooniverse [19] , and CoralWatch [20] , have been successful in engaging the general public in collecting meaningful data to answer research questions. These programs allow researchers to not only outsource data collection and observation tasks to the public, but also educate the public about scientific methodologies and concepts [9] . Moreover, the extensive observational data collected in these programs enable researchers to expedite scientific discovery, support environmental conservation, and inform policy decisions on science and sustainability [10, 14, 21] .
Although citizens assist in scientific discovery through largescale data collection, they collect data according to their own motivations, rather than providing systematic observations that satisfy scientific requirements, which the researchers desire [1, 3, 5, 6, 21] . Citizens' motivations are influenced by various "task"-dependent factors, where a "task" can refer to one in many experiments in the program that citizens could complete, or one in many geographical sites that citizens may collect data at. The influence of these factors, which may include tasks' relative appeal compared to other tasks and citizens' personal preferences, introduces sampling bias in the datasets [3] . The bias often manifests itself in the form of undesirable spatio-temporal clustering of submitted observations, hurting the efficacy of dataset-based scientific models and subsequent environmental conservation efforts [12, 30] .
This misalignment in the researchers' (principal's) and citizens' (agents') motivations also occurs in settings other than citizen science, such as game-theoretical economics [18] , political science [11] , and crowdsourcing [27] . Previous studies have compensated for the misalignment in these settings using Principal-agent games [8, 26] (also known as Stackelberg games [23] ). In these games, the principal learns incentives, which could motivate agents to complete the most crucial tasks, by factoring in the agents' reasoning process.
As Tiago et al. conclude from their study on spatial bias in different citizen science programs, the programs must either passively compensate for the sampling bias (after data collection) or actively reduce sampling bias (during data collection) [30] . Principal-agent [31] . While population centers account for a large number of submissions (yellow points), other locations are under-sampled.
games are one of the most promising mechanisms using which citizen science programs can proactively reduce spatio-temporal clustering [6, 16, 31] . In addition to accurately modeling the principal and agent's motivations, solutions to these games must also be efficient and scalable to demonstrate their feasibility in large-scale citizen science programs.
For example, consider eBird-a bird observation dataset collected by citizen scientists and used for studying seasonal bird migration and changes in habitats [16, 29] . To combat spatial clustering of citizens' visits to birdwatching locations (Figure 1 ), eBird recently introduced the Avicaching game to reward citizen scientists for visiting previously under-sampled locations. By motivating citizens with rewards 1 to perform the most crucial tasks, eBird organizers witnessed a promising reduction in spatial clustering: ≈ 20% of birdwatching effort shifted from popular to under-sampled locations during a 3-month pilot study in upstate New York, USA [31] . For allocating rewards in Avicaching, Xue et al. folded the agents' reasoning process (termed "identification problem") as linear constraints into the reward allocation scheme ("pricing problem"), which they solved using an off-the-shelf Mixed-Integer Programming (MIP) solver [32] . However, this MIP formulation scales poorly as the number of locations in the game increases, hampering the technique's use in large citizen science programs.
In this study, we propose a novel reformulation of the problem to solve large-scale games in citizen science using parallelizable machine learning architectures on GPUs, thus improving scalability and computational costs in these games. Our work thus enables citizen science programs to actively reduce spatial clustering, thus reducing sampling bias in large datasets and improving the efficacy of subsequent scientific modeling.
Our work is motivated by the recent uptick in Deep Learning's scalability and performance for optimization [25] , and by principalagent games' application in reducing sampling bias in citizen science. In addition to building a neural-network-based reformulation of these games to better learn agents' behavior and incentive distribution, we demonstrate how this reformulation yields to parallel computation on Graphical Processing Units (GPUs), which help us dramatically scale both the identification and pricing problems in Avicaching. Our reformulation for Avicaching also applies to games in other citizen science programs, since Avicaching is representative 1 The Avicaching rewards contributed to a citizen's position on a public leaderboard, which determined the type of award or gift the citizen received.
of principal-agent games in citizen science [32] . In particular, our contributions are threefold:
(1) We reformulate the canonical Avicaching principal-agent game, previously studied with MIP, with deep neural networks. We develop a novel scheme to learn agents' behavior and allocate rewards on the same neural network architecture, allowing us to solve the identification and pricing problems under the same framework. (2) Our proposed principal-agent games' reformulation is scalable and practical for large-scale deployment, as we implement our framework using parallelizable tensor operations, enabling deep networks to efficiently train on GPUs. (3) Finally, we evaluate our solvers on eBird, a real-life dataset in citizen science, and find that our framework performs slightly better on accuracy metrics while running several orders of magnitude faster than previous solvers. Our neural-network-based techniques thus enable citizen science organizers to efficiently limit sampling bias in large datasets, ultimately aiding citizen-science-based scientific discovery.
The code is available at github.com/anmolkabra/avicaching.
REDUCING SPATIAL CLUSTERING
In this section we introduce the Avicaching game and review Xue et al.'s formulation of the game [31, 32] . We extend Xue et al.'s two-stage principal-agent game's formualation [32] in this study as they demonstrate its efficacy over models that used dynamic programming and knapsack-based approaches [31] .
To effectively steer agents towards crucial tasks, the principal must factor in the agents' preferences when allocating rewards. This two-stage process is effectively captured with a bilevel optimization problem [7] . In such problems, the lower-level optimization problem of learning the agents' behavior, with respect to their intrinsic preferences and the principal's rewards, is embedded in the upperlevel problem of distributing rewards to maximize the principal's utility, as summarized in Equation (1) .
In this model, the principal wishes to maximize its utility U p by introducing rewards r , subject to the reward constraints B p and the agents' behavior v * , which is the result of the sub-problem: agents' maximizing their utility U a .
As devised in Avicaching for eBird, the principal can reward agents to visit under-sampled locations to increase the spatial homogeneity in visits, i.e., reduce spatial clustering. Algorithm 1 describes eBird organizers' strategy to achieve spatial homogeneity.
Identification Problem: Learning Agents' Behavior
We can extract the number of visits to a location u from the eBird dataset before and after a reward r t,u was applied during a time period t. Let the visit densities over n locations prior to the reward treatment be x t and after the reward treatment be y t .
Algorithm 1 eBird organizers' strategy to optimize their utility [32] in Equation (1) 1: Deploy rewards and observe agents' behavior 2: while homogeneity not achieved do
3:
Understand agents' behavior via visit patterns (identification problem) 4: Deploy new, learned rewards (pricing problem) and observe agents' behavior Using Xue et al.'s formulation, learning how the agents' visits changed during period t is equivalent to learning a mapping P :
x t → y t [32] . While P can be any mapping, we use Xue et al.'s assumption [32] that P is a matrix such that Px t ≈ y t so as to use their models as our benchmarks. P is itself a function of locationspecific features-rewards r t , pairwise distances of locations D, and environmental features f like proximity to wetlands, brackish water bodies etc.-all weighted with learnable parameters w.
Intuitively, the entry p u,v in matrix P is the probability of the agents' effort shifting from location v to u. This probability can be calculated from the environmental features f u of location u, the reward r t,u , and the distance of location u from v, all appropriately weighed by a function д with parameters w. Xue et al. [32] formulate p u,v as the following, which we reinterpret as a softmax function [4] applied on probabilities p u,v with v fixed.
In Equation (2), δ i j is the Kronecker delta function (1 if i = j and 0 otherwise), e v is the v t h standard basis vector in R n , and the hyperparameter η tunes P to look like the identity matrix when д = 0, i.e., when the features are uninformative and y t = x t . Now, given a dataset D = {(x t , y t , r t ) t , f, D}, the identification problem corresponds to learning w * such that Px t ≈ y t , as in the following equation [32] . We add an L2 regularizer to reduce overfitting during training.
Here, ω t is the count of visits in period t, i.e., ω t = y t 1 , meant to weigh periods with greater number of visits higher. We also emphasize using subscripts that the entries of P depend on f, D, r t , and are parameterized by w. We now normalize x t , y t such that ∀t, ∥x t ∥ 1 = y t 1 = 1.
Pricing Problem: Distributing Rewards
Since the eBird organizers aim to reduce spatial clustering, the pricing problem finds rewards that minimize variance in predicted visit densities y = Px where P is evaluated at w * and x = t x t / t x t 1 . For our objective function, we use the 1-norm variance, y − y 1 , rather than the 2-norm version, so as to compare our models' performance directly with that of Xue et al. 's MIP-based models [32] . Here, y = mean(y u ). Additionally, the rewards must be non-negative, sum to at most budget R, and can only be placed at Avicaching locations given by a binary vector a (rewards at 'non-Avicaching locations' must be 0). Since a u = 1 if u is an Avicaching location and 0 otherwise, the last constraint is ∀u, (1 − a u )r u = 0. This optimization problem can be written as Equation (4) .
Generalizing to Citizen Science Programs
This formulation of principal-agent games generalizes to other citizen science programs as well. In a program with n tasks where the principal has reward data r t , tasks' characteristics f, and agents' submission data x t , y t , the principal can learn the parameters w in the linear mapping P with p u,v defined analogously. The pricing problem's formulation also generalizes as the constraints on rewards frequently appear in general incentive-based motivation schemes: avoid penalizing agents with negative rewards, distribute rewards up to a budget, and be selective of which tasks to reward.
SCALABLE PRINCIPAL-AGENT GAMES USING MACHINE LEARNING
Since the previous models for these games do not scale well with increasing number of tasks, we use machine learning and parallel computation to give us approximate models suitable for large-scale games. For instance, the MIP formulation for Avicaching is not practical on large-scale games because the MIP takes ≈ 10, 000 seconds for placing rewards on ≈ 30 locations with 33 features per location in eBird [32] , which has millions of locations. By relaxing the integer constraints on rewards, we are able to develop a novel learning scheme to solve both the identification and pricing problem using the same neural network architecture, which can be efficiently scaled with batch-matrix operations on GPUs. This model thus improves the feasibility of principal-agent games to tackle spatial clustering in large citizen science programs. 
Learning
where a i are activation functions used in neural networks [4] , and w i are weights. This sequence of 2(j − 1) operations can also be thought of as j − 1 layers in a neural network 2 , followed by the softmax layer to get p u,v , making a total of j layers. With this formulation, a 2-layer network will have an input layer, w 1 , and a softmax layer but no activation functions. A 3-layer network will have w 2 and an activation function in addition to the 2-layer network's units; the compositions of deeper networks follow similarly. We build the input as follows:
, a vector of m features that could influence agents to move from location v to u (Algorithm 2). This makes F a n × n × m-size tensor.
for v = 1 : n do 3: for u = 1 : n do 4:
return F
The network now feeds features in F[v] forward, as pictured in Figure 2a and defined in Algorithm 3, to obtain P[v], a probability vector of agents moving from v to other locations. Given this estimate of P, the network calculates the loss value and updates the parameters w i using the backpropagation algorithm. As illustrated in Figure 2b , our network thus essentially becomes a sequence of batch-matrix operations that can be parallelized on GPUs [2, 25, 28] . To stabilize training of deeper networks, we batch-normalize tensors, obtained after applying activation functions a i , by subtracting the tensor's mean and dividing by its standard deviation [15] . 
H ← ReLU(Batch-Multiply(F, w 1 )) 4:
return Px t The learned weights w * i from the identification problem become inputs to the pricing problem network, which tunes the rewards r to minimize the objective (Equation (4)). After initializing r in the feasible region given by the constraints, the network repeatedly feeds r forward in the same network, calculates loss for the pricing problem, and updates r using gradient updates (see Figure 2c ).
Enforcing Constraints on Rewards.
Since gradient updates to r in the pricing problem will potentially violate the constraints in the pricing problem, we explicitly enforce constraints after updating rewards. In the Avicaching game, non-negativity and budget constraints are easy and fast to enforce-to efficiently project the updated r to the feasible space, we clip rewards at minimum 0, and re-normalize to satisfy ∥r∥ 1 = R.
Furthermore, backpropagation-based gradient updates enable us to reset rewards at non-Avicaching locations to 0 efficiently: since r is updated by gradient steps, we can initialize rewards at such locations to 0 and explicitly set the gradients of these rewards to 0 at each update step. This is possible only since ∇ r u loss, calculated using chain rule, is independent of ∇ r v loss if u v. Consequently, rewards at non-Avicaching locations remain 0 during training.
Therefore, we can learn w * and r * using gradient descent updates on the same backpropagation framework and neural network architecture. Algorithm 4 describes the full learning pipeline, highlighting the two-stage process.
Algorithm 4
The complete 3-layer-network-based model Gradient-Descent(loss, r)
19:
r ← Update-Using-Gradients(r) 20: r ← Apply-Constraints(r) 21: y ← Forward(f, D, r t , w 1 , w 1 , x) 22: loss ← y − y 1 /n 3.1.3 Optimizations in Implementation. Here, we discuss a couple of optimizations in implementations of the sub-problems that further reduce the computational cost of our methodology.
Firstly, in the identification problem, since the environmental features f and pairwise-distances D, which are used to build the dataset F in every Forward pass in Algorithm 3, do not change, we can avoid the redundant concatenation of f[u] and D [v] [u] in Build-Dataset. We perform this concatenation once before training the identification problem model and simply place the r t vector as the last slice of F in every Forward pass for time period t.
Secondly, in the pricing problem, since the entries of w * 1 that affect the gradient update rule for r don't undergo arithmetic operations with other entries of w * 1 or other features in F due to the backpropagation framework, we can split w * 1 in the pricing problem into those that interact with r and those that don't. This splitting reduces redundant computation, as described below.
The batch-multiplication of F and w * 1 is essentially the product of F[v] ∈ R n×m and w * 1 [v] ∈ R m×m for all v, as shown in Figure 2c . Each of these products can be split as the following: and obtain P T in one pass. This also illustrates how a neural network is a sequence of matrix multiplications, additions, and element-wise function applications. Input n × n × m-size F is multiplied by n × m × m-size weights w 1 to get a n × n × m-size tensor, on which activation function a 1 is applied. We then multiply n × m × 1-size w 2 , add ηI , and row-wise apply softmax to get P T . The red tensors are then iteratively updated with backpropagation. feed-forward step, thus reducing the computational cost of training the pricing problem model.
EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we compare the empirical performance of our neuralnetwork-based models to Xue et al.'s models [32] with the objective functions of identification (Equation (3)) and pricing problem (Equation (4)) as performance metrics. We also compare our models' scalability to that of MIP-based model [32] , and discuss differences between CPU-run and GPU-run versions of our models.
We use recorded agents' visit densities from eBird, which were also used by Xue et al [32] . This visit density dataset D has n = 116 locations, T = 182 time periods, and 33 environmental features.
For the identification problem, we split the dataset 75-5-20 in train-validation-test sets in random order of time periods as the ordering of time periods in D is not known [13] . After training all neural networks for 1000 epochs with the Adam algorithm for gradient descent [17] , we use the loss function's value on the validation set to find hyperparameters λ and η. Thereafter, we split D into 80-20 train-test sets, train with these regularization hyperparameters for 1000 epochs, and report the test loss, averaged over three random initializations of w.
For each of the three sets of optimized w * , we optimize pricing problem models using the Adam algorithm with three random reward initializations adding to R. When each of these models is run for 10000 epochs, we record the set of rewards that minimizes the objective function. We set R = 365 as the rewards that were found by the MIP solution in Xue et al. 's work [32] satisfy this constraint. We use Rectified Linear Units (ReLUs) [22] for all activation functions a i .
To demonstrate our identification problem models' scalability, we run them on random datasets of increasing number of locations n on both GPU and CPU for 50 epochs. We then run the pricing problem models' for 500 epochs similarly. Since our GPU has limited RAM, networks of different depths can train on datasets of different sizes, adjusted by locations n. For both problems, we find the maximum n that a k-layered model can be run on our GPU, and run that model on datasets with n in increments of 30, starting from 0 up to the maximum n. Although this results in different k-layered models getting tested for execution time on different sets of n, the scalability trends remain comparable. Since computational cost per epoch does not vary, the scalability trends for our models for both problems should behave similarly when models are executed for 1000 and 10000 epochs respectively.
We run all our experiments on a Dell Precision Tower 3620 PC with Intel Core i7-7700K (8 cores) with 16GB RAM and Nvidia Quadro P4000 GPU with 8GB RAM, and build our neural networks with CUDA 8.0, cuDNN 5.1.10, PyTorch 0.4.0 [24] , NumPy 1.14.5, and MKL 2018.0.3 in Ubuntu 16.04 LTS. We use CPLEX Optimization Studio 12.8 with its Python API to run the MIP benchmark model [32] . The CPLEX solver uses all 8 cores of the CPU.
Experiments for the Identification Problem
We find that η = 10 and λ = 1 consistently result in low validation loss on any k-layered model. We then train 2-, 4-, and 6-layer models with learning rate 10 −3 on the 80-20 dataset splits, and run Xue et al.'s BFGS-based 2-layer, Structural SVM, and Random Forest models [32] on the same splits. Table 1 shows the decrease in test loss as the number of layers in the networks increases, and Figure 3 illustrates the computation speedup on GPUs vs CPUs.
We observe that the 6-layer network optimizes the loss function more than the 2-layer network. However, there is a trade-off between the number of locations a model can optimize for (at once) and the model's capability at optimizing the loss function, specifically due to memory limits and computation costs. (lower the better) for predictionsŷ t , where y = mean(y t,u ). The first two are baselines: randomŷ t andŷ t ← x t , i.e., using historical data as predictions. The next three [32] are CPU-run models, and the last three are our GPU-run neural networks. The last four models predictŷ t = Px t by directly learning entries of P. We see that our 6-layer model performs ≈ 1.5% better than the state-ofthe-art BFGS-based model, while the 2-layer model delivers ≈ 0.5% lower loss than the BFGS model in one-tenth the time. Moreover, we don't observe overfitting in deeper networks even as the training set remains constant, possibly due to batch-normalization and weight regularization that prevent deeper networks from overfitting during training.
Experiments for the Pricing Problem
We compare the different reward distributions' efficacy using the pricing problem's objective, and choose the following distributions as baseline metrics: zero, equal, random, and MIP-learned rewards.
We evaluate the zero/equal/random sets of rewards in the following way: using the weights learned by a k-layer model in the identification problem, we plug each reward set into the model and determine the value of the objective function. This process captures the efficacy of these rewards on reducing the predicted visit densities based on the behavior models learned in the identification problem. For each set of rewards, we report the objective value averaged over the three sets of weights that were generated for each k-layer model. For example, we feed zero rewards into each of the three sets of w * obtained for 2-layer models, and report the average of the objective values. Now we explain our setup for the MIP-learned benchmark rewards. We add the budget constraint ∥r∥ 1 ≤ R to Xue et al. 's MIP formulation [32] No. of locations n Time/s cpu-2-layer cpu-4-layer cpu-6-layer gpu-2-layer gpu-4-layer gpu-6-layer Figure 3 : Demonstrating GPU vs CPU scalability in deep networks for identification problem as n increases. Executed for 50 epochs, all models scale better on GPUs, displaying the speedup with GPUs for large-scale games. For the 6-layer network, the GPU speedup is dramatic: upto ≈ 7 times with n = 120; the GPU-speedup only increases with deeper networks as parallel computation allows networks to scale. Due to memory restrictions, we could only run 6-layer models for n ≤ 120 locations on our GPU with 8GB RAM, 4-layer models for n ≤ 160, and 2-layer models for n ≤ 500. from a set of integers R = {R 1 , R 2 , . . . , R k }, we choose this set to be R = {0, 1, 2, . . . , R max }. Here, we set R max to be a large enough integer based on the total budget R, say ⌊R/4⌋ (365 / 4 = 91 in our experiments). This is a heuristic based on the reward values we see in Xue et al. 's study and those that our neural networks learn. The MIP then uses the learned weights from our 2-layer network to optimize the objective y − y 1 in a time limit of 10 hours. We report the objective value averaged over the three sets of weights for the 2-layer model from the identification problem. Table 2 compares the efficacy of different sets of rewards, Figure 4 illustrates the GPU vs CPU scalability trends, and Table 3 (lower the better) produced by different sets of rewards, where y = mean(y u ). We observe that the 6-layer model results in the lowest score compared to 2-and 4-layer models, and our network-learned rewards consistently outperform baseline distributions. The MIP's rewards are not globally optimal as the solver exceeded the time limit of 10 hours in every run; however, the solver was able to find a few integer solutions. This, and the integer constraints on rewards in the MIP, explain why the MIP rewards result in a worse score compared to the 2-layer network optimized using gradientdescent. Since the 2-and 6-layer models did not dramatically differ in performance in the identification problem ( Table 1 , we contend that the learned rewards by the 6-layer network slightly outperform the MIP's rewards. Since the deeper networks have non-linear activation functions, we could not embed them into the MIP. Table 3 : Comparing runtimes of pricing problem models, all run on original eBird data with 116 locations. Since the MIPs exceeded the 10-hour time limit, there runtimes are at least 10 hours. Whereas the MIPs take ≥ 36, 000 seconds to terminate, our GPU-run networks finish 10000 epochs in ≤ 50 seconds. The 6-layer model thus runs ≥ 800x faster than the MIP model, demonstrating that our models provide several orders of magnitude speedup. Table 2 , the MIP could not find optimal rewards in the time limit of 10 hours, which may be a reason why rewards learned by our networks outperform MIP rewards. On a subset of the eBird dataset with only n = 10 locations, we repeated the pricing problem experiments for 2-layer networks to test if the optimal MIP strategy performs worse than the neural-networkbased approach even on a very small dataset. After calculating 3 sets of w * from the identification problem, the neural-network-based approach achieved 0.946 on the metric, averaged over 3 random initializations of rewards and different sets of w * . The MIP solver convincingly outperformed after running to completion in ≈ 1 minute, scoring 0.573 on the metric, averaged over different w * . Therefore, although our neural-network-based approach cannot match the MIP's performance when the dataset is small, our models are competitive in performance when the dataset grows in size. This behavior highlights the importance of scalability in obtaining influential rewards for the Avicaching game, as the speedup of our approach aids the performance to slightly outperform the previous optimal MIP approach.
As noted in

CONCLUSION
In this study, we tackle spatial clustering in large-scale citizen science programs with a machine-learning-based formulation of principal-agent games. We build scalable architectures for Avicaching, and use the same architecture to solve both the identification and pricing problems using backpropagation for optimization. No. of locations n Time/s cpu-2-layer cpu-4-layer cpu-6-layer gpu-2-layer gpu-4-layer gpu-6-layer Figure 4 : Demonstrating GPU vs CPU scalability in deep networks for pricing problem as n increases. Run for 500 epochs each, we see that computation cost is not a limiting factor in the pricing problem. This is because there are only n parameters in the neural network model, namely the rewards, making backpropagation cheaper than in the identification problem. While GPU runs are costlier for small datasets (n ≤ 480 for 2-, n ≤ 60 for 4-, and n ≤ 40 for 6-layer model) as CPU-GPU memory transfer overhead dominates, GPU and CPU runs follow a similar trend vs n as in the identification problem.
large-scale games, and we demonstrate our models' viability compared to the previous state of the art, which used MIP. We evaluate our models on real-life bird observational data from eBird, and demonstrate that our models capture agents' behavior and incentive distribution more effectively than previous studies. Moreover, the structure of our models allows us to tap parallel computation to speed up runtime by several orders of magnitude.
With scalable models to learn citizens' behavior and incentives that motivate citizens to complete unappealing tasks, citizen science programs can reduce sampling bias on an unprecedented scale, and improve the datasets' use in rapid scientific discovery and modeling.
As for the future work, it will be interesting to implement our techniques for other citizen science programs with esoteric constraints on reward allocation. While the Avicaching game is representative of the general game in most programs, games with unconventional constraints will challenge our methods. There is also immense potential in considering memory-efficient models to enable deeper networks, and larger networks in terms of the number of locations. Confronting the memory-performance trade-off in the identification problem is a compelling research project. We also see merit in end-to-end principal-agent game solvers, which do not take the two-stage strategy we propose. End-to-end solvers will be easier and more practical to deploy, and might circumvent ad-hoc hyperparameter optimization. Future research may also further compare the neural networks with mixed-integer programming. Our study benefits from relaxing the integer constraints on rewards that Xue et al. enforced [31, 32] , and studies on these types of relaxations may lead to interesting juxtapositions between the two optimization frameworks.
